e m a u l t j r n r i v a s @ r n i t . e d u rsw@ j f e t .o.rg s h a f r a n @ r n i t . e d u d j p e r r e a @ r n i t . e d u Abstract-This document proposes new architectures for switched-mode dddc power conversion. The proposed architectures enable dramatic increases in switching frequency to be realized while preserving features critical in practice, including regulation of the output across a wide load range and high lightload efficiency. This is achieved in part by how the energy conver sion and regulation functions are partitioned. The structure and control approach of the new architectures are described, along with representative implementation methods. The design and experimental evaluation of prototype systems with cells operating at 100 MHz are also described. It is anticipated that the proposed approaches will allow substantial improvements in the size of switching power converters tu he achieved and, in some cases, to permit their integrated fabrication.
I. INTRODUCTION
HE RAPID evolution of technology is generating a T demand for power electronics whose capabilities greatly exceed what is presently achievable. A challenge of particular importance is the miniaturization of power electronic circuits. Miniaturization is difficult given the energy storage and loss limitations of passive components used in the conversion process. Furthermore, there is a tremendous need for new approaches that enable power circuits to be fabricated in a much more integrated fashion. Higher levels of integralion can promote improved power density, and enable the use of batch fabrication techniques which are central to the cost benefits of integrated circuits and MEMS systems. Thus, design and manufacturing methods that enable power electronics to be miniaturized andlor fabricated using batch processing techniques have tremendous potential value.
Achieving miniaturization and integration of power electronic circuits will necessitate radical increases in switching frequency to reduce the required size of passive components. This paper introduces new architectures for dcldc power conversion that enable dramatic increases in switching frequencies, potentially into the microwavelultra-high frequency (UHF) range'. These new architectures promise to enable substantial miniaturization of dcldc converters, and tci permit much higher degrees of integration to be achieved. Section 11 provides background and highlights the principal challenges that need to be overcome to achieve these goals. Section I11 introduces the new conversion architectures we propose, and 'By architecture we mean the manner in which a power elecwonic system is rvuctured and conuolled. A given architectwe can be realized wrth a range of pmicular convener topologies.
describes their principal operating and control characteristics. Section IV presents the design and experimental evaluation of a 100 MHz dcldc converter "cell", and Sections V and VI demonstrate its application in two of the proposed converter architectures. Finally, Section VU concludes the paper, and points towards the emerging possibilities in this area.
BACKGROUND
Switching power converters traditionally comprise semiconductor switching devices and controls along with passive energy storage components, including inductors and capacitors. The passive components provide intermediate energy storage in the conversion process and provide filtering to attenuate the switching ripple to acceptable levels. Inductive elements, in particular, are used to achieve near-lossless transfer of energy through the circuit and to limit the instantaneous currents generated by the switching action of the power stage. These passive energy storage elements often account for a large portion of converter size, weight, and cost, and make miniaturization difficult.
A principal means for achieving reduction in the size of power circuits is through increases in switching frequency. As is well known, the size of the energy storage elements (e.g., inductors and capacitors) required to achieve a given conversion function varies inversely with switching frequency (see, e.g., [I] ). Much of the improvement in size and cost of switching power converters over time has been due to increases in switching frequency, rising from tens of kilohertz in the early 1970's into the megahertz range today. Increases in switching frequency have been achieved both through new devices and materials better suited to high-frequency operation (e.g., power MOSFETs and new ferrite magnetic materials) and through circuit and component designs that reduce losses associated with high-frequency switching (e.g., [2]-[ I SI).
A. Challenges of High-Frequency Power Converter Design
Despite the availability of devices capable of operating up to several gigahertz under certain conditions, power converter switching frequencies remain in the low megahertz range and below. This fact reflects some of the challenges peculiar to power electronics. Switching power converters must typically operate efficiently over a wide load range (often in excess of 100 : 1) from a variable input voltage, and must regulate the output in the face of rapid and unpredictable load and input variations. However, existing circuit topologies capable of operating efficiently at high frequencies are not well matched to these requirements. These topologies use a continuous Aarhen, Germany, 2004 resonating action to achieve the zero-voltage switching that is essential to operation at high radio frequencics and beyond'. This approach is effective for full load conditions, where the losses associated with resonant operation are small compared to the output power. However, these resonating losses are present under all loading conditions, and are typically unacceptable in systems that must operate efficiently over a wide load range.
A second factor that has inhibited the use of higher switching frequencies in power electronics is the impact of frequency-dependent losses on magnetic component size.
At high frequencies, loss limits-rather than energy storage limits-are the dominant consideration in sizing magnetics. The core loss densities of most power ferrite materials rise rapidly with frequency in the megahertz range, necessitating flux derating as frequency is increased'. As a result, magnetic component size does not always decrease as frequency is increased, and can even worsen [23] . Air-core magnetics designs do not suffer this limitation, but must be operated at still higher frequencies to compensate for reduced inductance resulting from the lack of permeable core material. Achieving dramatic reductions in power converter size thus requires either new passive component designs that do not suffer this loss limitation or power conversion architectures capable of operating at sufficiently high frequencies that air-core magnetics can be employed effectively.
The need to regulate the output represents a further difficulty with available power circuits capable of high frequency operation. While some degree of regulation can be.achieved with such circuits (e.g., by frequency control [9]), the difficulty in realizing regulation over a wide load range is only exacerbated as switching frequency increases. Moreover, converter dynamics and control circuit implementation complexities escalate at higher operating frequencies. These factors have placed major constraints on power converter operating frequencies and, in turn. on size and performance4. Achieving the dramatic improvements in size, performance, and integration that are desired for future power converters thus requires new power conversion architectures that overcome these limitations.
B. Radio-Frequency Amplifiers
The proposed architectures incorporate circuit structures and principles that are employed in tuned radio-frequency power amplifiers (e.g., 
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conductor devices. To minimize driving losses and achieve high power gains, multistage amplifier designs are often used. In a multi-stage design, amplifiers are chained together such that each amplifier efficiently drives the gate(s) of a higherpower amplifier; the last amplifier in such a chain drives the output. Using these techniques, tuned inverters can be designed to operate with good efficiency into the gigahertz range, and in some cases can be completely integrated (e.g., [2S]). Similar (including dual) circuits can be used for efficient high-frequency rectification (e.g., [XI, [IO] , [12] ).
Both inverter and rectifier circuits of this type exhibit important limitations. First, they only operate with good efficiency over a relatively narrow load range, both because of the continuous resonating losses described above and because the load greatly affects the operating waveforms. Second, the controllability of these designs (e.g., to compensate for load or input variations) is very limited, and becomes more challenging at higher frequencies and in multi-stage amplifiers. Thus, the practical use of these circuits in dcldc power conversion (e.g., 111. NEW CONVERTER ARCHITECTURES As described above, conventional power converter designs are subject to a number of constraints that limit their practical operating frequency, and in turn limit the degree of miniaturization and integration that can be achieved. Here we propose new power conversion architectures that overcome these constraints. These architectures take advantage of the highfrequency performance of tuned RF amplifier circuits while circumventing their limitations through the manner in which the energy conversion and regulation functions are partitioned. Two primary architectures are introduced: a Vernier-regulated architecture a time-modulation-regulated architecture. We also consider some of the variants of these approaches.
A. Vernier-Regulated Architecture
The Vernier-regulated cellular architecture (VRCA) is a type of cellular power converter. As shown in Fig. 1 , this architecture comprises a number of unregulated converter cells along with a regulating converter cell, each of which supplies the output. The unregulated cells each comprise an RF inverter, a transformation stage, and a rectifier, along with filtering and ancillary circuitry. The unregulated cells are structured such that they may be activated or deactivated (turned on or off). The regulating converter cell-r Vernier cel15-may be a switched-mode converter, a linear regulator, or some combination thereof, and need only be rated for a small fraction of the total system power.
Operation of the proposed architecture is as follows: The regulating cell is controlled to regulate the output at the desired level. As the load varies, unregulated cells are activated or deactivated to keep the regulating converter within a specified load range while ensuring that the active unregulated cells A block diagram illustrating the Vernier-regulated convener archirun at or near their ideal operating points. One activation scheme that meets these requirements is illustrated in Fig. 2 . In steady state. the Unregulated cells deliver a portion of the total power (in discrete increments), while the regulating cell provides whatever remaining power is needed to regulate the load voltage.
This architecture has a number of advantages. First, the unregulated cells only run under a narrow range of loading conditions. Second, the only control required for the unregulated cells is a simple odoff command. These characteristics facilitate the use of very high frequency multi-stage amplifier designs for the unregulated cells. Furthermore, because inactive cells do not incur loss, and unregulated cells are only activated as needed to support the load, efficient light-load operation can be achieved. Finally, the proposed architecture inherits a number of advantages of more conventional cellular convcrter architectures, including the dispersal of heal generation in the circuitry and the potential for fault tolerance [27] . In any power converter system that processes power through multiple channels, it is important that each channel stably carry the appropriate amount of power in order to avoid circulating losses and the possible destructive overload of individual channels (see [27] - [29] and references therein). In the Vernierregulated architecture, it is particularly important to ensure that the unregulated cells share power in the desired manner. Furthermore, the unregulated cells should not interfere with the output control function of the regulating cell.
One method of achieving these control goals is to appropriately shape the output impedances of the individual cells. For a given operating point, the cells are modelled as ThCvenin equivalent voltages and impedances that drive the output filter and load [27] . For the regulating cell, the Thtvenin source is equal to the reference voltage, while the ThCvenin (output) impedance depends on both the power stage and control loop design. For the unregulated cells, the Thevenin model parameters depend on the input voltage, the cell power stage design, and the cell switching frequency. To achieve the desired output control, the regulating cell is designed to have low output impedance at low frequencies (down 10 dc). while the unregulated cells are designed to have relatively high output impedances (and thus act as current sources). High dc output impedance is achievable with appropriate rectifier design (see, e.g., [81), and can also be used to ensure that the unregulated cells share power (and current) correctly via their "droop" characteristics [271- [32] . Thus, through appropriate design, the control requirements of the proposed Vernierregulated archilecture can be met.
B. me-Modulation-Regulated Architecture
The previous architecture uses a Vernier cell operating at variable load to provide the difference between the quantized power levels delivered by the Unregulated cells and that needed to regulate the output. By contrast, the time-modulationregulated architecture uses only unregulated cells to supply the output, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . As with the previous architecture, the unregulated cells are engineered to have high output impedance (such that they may be treated as current or power sources) and to admit odoff control. To provide the proper average power to regulate the output, the number of unregulated cells that are activated is modulated over time, and an energy buffer (e.g., a capacitor, ultracapacitor, battery, etc.) at the converter output is used to filter the resulting power pulsations.
A variety of modulation strategies are compatible with this approach. Perhaps the simplest is hysteretic control of the output voltage. If the output voltage falls below a specified minimum threshold, the number of activated cells is increased (e.g.. in a clocked or staggered fashion) until the output voltage 
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Contrd returns above the minimum threshold (or until all cells are activated). If the output voltage rises above a specified maximum threshold, the number of activated cells is decreased until the output voltage returns below the maximum threshold (or until all cells are deactivated). In the case where a single cell is used, this corresponds to bang-bang control of the output. With multiple cells this approach might be considered a form of multi-level pulse-width modulation of power (or current). Clearly, there are many other similar control strategies that will likewise provide a desired average output voltage.
c -
The time-modulation-regulated architecture exhibits a number of the advantages of the previous architecture. The unregulated cells only need to operate under onloff control over a narrow power range. This facilitates the use of UHF power converter cells having small size and high efficiency, and enables high light-load efficiency to be achieved. However, the considerations sizing input and output filters for this architecture are different than that of the previous one. In the Vernier architecture, the size of the output filter (e.g. output capacitor) needed depends primarily on the bandwidth of the regulating (Vernier) cell, and only secondarily on the startup speed of the unregulated cells if at all. By contrast, in the time-modulation-regulated architecture, the energy storage requirement and size of the output filter capacitor depends on the rate at which the unregulated cells can be modulated on and off-typically orders of magnitude slower than the switching frequency of the cells themselves. Consequently, the ultra-high frequency operation of the cells enables dramatic reductions in size of power stage components (e.g., inductors, capacitors, and transformers), but it does not benefit the input and output filter components to the same extent. Nevertheless, in many applications, substantial energy storage is provided at one or both converter ports (e.g. for holdup), so this is often acceptable6. It may be concluded that the time-modulation regulated architecture enables high efficiency across load and tremendous reductions in power stage component size, but does not provide the same degree of improvement for input and output filters.
C. Related Architectures
The architectures proposed above enable dramatic increases in switching frequency as compared to conventional designs, with consequent benefits. It should be appreciated that there are many variants that offer similar advantages. For example, if one is willing to accept regulation of the output to discrete levels, one can utilize a set of unregulated cells without the need for a Vernier cell or time-domain modulation to interpolate between levels. The use of unregulated cells having different power ratings (e.g., a geometric 2N progression) would facilitate this approach, though it would perforce increase the design effort. (Note that the use of non-uniform cell sizing can benefit the above architectures as well.) The underlying characteristic of all such approaches is that they partition the energy conversion and regulation functions in manners that are compatible with the effective use of ultra-high frequency circuit designs and techniques. It is hoped that the recognition of this general strategy will lead to the emergence of additional circuit architectures having similar advantages.
IV. 100 MHZ UNREGULATED CELL DESIGN
The proposed architectures admit a wide range of unregulated cell designs. The principle requirements are that the cells should operate efficiently for at least a narrow specified operating range, have high output impedances, and be amenable to onloff control. These requirements are fulfilled by many RF circuit topologies, and permit cell designs having switching frequencies far higher than those reached in conventional dcldc converters. To illustrate this, we present the .design and experimental evaluation of a converter cell operating at 100 MHz that achieves >75% efficiency over its operating range.
The unregulated cell consists of a high frequency inverter, an impedance matching network, and a resonant rectifier. The inverter is driven by a self-oscillating gate driver at a free running frequency of 100 MHz.
A. Class E Resonant Inverter
The front end of the unregulated cell consists of a Class E resonant inverter (Fig. 4) . In conventional RF design, the loaded Q (QL) of the converter is usually chosen to be large, resulting in waveforms with high spectral purity. For power conversion, however, the requirements on QL are different, since the goal is to maximize power transfer with minimum loss. A low value of QL results in less energy resonated in the tank, which further implies reduced conduction loss in the parasitic elements of the inverter'. Under optimal ZVS conditions, inverter output power is proportional to the capacitance in parallel with the switch. For the intended range of output power in the practical cell implementation, the required capacitance was provided entirely by the parasitic drain-source capacitance associated with the switch.
The device selected for the main switching element is a Laterally Diffused MOSFET (LDMOSFET). This semiconductor device offers the required characteristics needed to operate at high frequencies: it presenls an acceptable drain to source capacitance and a low gate capacitance that allows for minimum gating loss.
E. Self-Oscillating Gate Driver
In power converters, gating losses grow with switching frequency. In traditional topologies, these losses often become the limiting factor for high frequency operation. To mitigate these losses and recover some of the energy required to operate the semiconductor switch, a resonant gate driver may he used.
A resonant gate drive often implies sinusoidal gate signals, a feature commonly found in cascaded power amplifiers.
A low-cost, efficient means of selectively driving the inverter is of great importance to the proposed architeclure. To achieve this goal while maintaining the cell's simplicity, a selfoscillating gate driver making use of the drain-source voltage uds(t) of the LDMOSFET was implemented. By properly shifting the fundamental component of the drain voltage, this resonant network generates a sinusoidal gating signal capable of sustaining oscillation at the desired frequency. The phase difference between the fundamental component of uds(t) and the required gate signal was found to be 1 6 3 O (as depicted in Fig. 5 ).
I) Phase shiflfeedback network:
A linear circuit structure, including the internal parasitics of the LDMOS gate, provides the appropriate phase shift to attain sustained oscillations. Figure 6 shows a simplified circuit which feeds blck the voltage t&(t) and provides the required phase shift. The
fundamental of V d U d s ( t )
is also attenuated to a value that ensures proper gate drive and is below the gate breakdown voltage The input impedance of the self-oscillating structure is dominated by the value of the feedback capacitor Ca. This capacitor is selected such that the impedance looking into the structure is much higher than the impedance looking into the resonant tank of the Class E inverter, ensuring that the frequency characteristics of the tank circuit are not substantially altered.
2) Odoff and startup circuit: The proposed architecture requires a simple control signal which starts and stops cell operation. This can be achieved with a slight modification to the phase shiftlfeedback network, as illustrated in Fig. 8 .
When transistor Qo+,fi is on, the gate is pulled low and the inverter is shut off. When Q,./,,fi turns off, C,jc charges through Rm. With a properly chosen logic supply voltage (3.3 V in Fig. 8) , the gate is driven above threshold, turning on the MOSFET and starting oscillation through the phase shifdfeedback network. A digital signal can thus be used to activate or inhibit converter operation. During operation, Cdc remains biased close to the MOSFET threshold voltage, helping to keep the duty ratio near 50%. Cdc is selected for minimal impact on the transfer function
(U).
When Qo,,ior is off, the junction capacitance of Don/ofi appears in series with the output capacitance of Q,,/,a; this minimizes loading on the phase shifvfeedback network.
The RC circuit formed by Rm and Cdc introduces a delay between the command signal and inverter startup; it is this delay which limits the speed at which the cell can be turned on.
C. Matching Network and Rectifier
The rectifier is implemented as a balanced pair of singlediode rectifiers. The rectifier network is structured such that it appears resistive in a describing function sense. This rectifier is connected to the inverter tank by a simple L-section matching network [34] . Figure 9 shows the implemented cell design, with component values and part numbers enumerated in Table I . Important circuil board parasitics are also described.
D. Experimental Results
Cell efficiency and output power were measured over the supply voltage range 11 to 16 V with a constant-voltage load comprising fifteen 5.1 V, 1 W Zener diodes in parallel with two 15 pF Tantalum capacitors. Output power ranged from approximately 2.5 to 6 W, with an average efficiency greater than 77.5%. Figure 10 illustrates measurements from a typical cell. A photograph of one cell is shown in Fig. 11 . Figure 12 shows measured drain-source voltage under nominal conditions; turn-on and turn-off transients are depicted in Fig. 13 (the command occurs at t = 0 in both cases).
The drain-source voltage was measured through a resistive attenuator in order to minimize loading on the drain node; as a result, the measured magnitude is approximately 38 times smaller than the voltage present at the drain.
The incremental output impedance of the unregulated cell design at VOut = 5 V ranged from 3 0 Cl (Vi. = 1 I V) to 3 R (Vi. = 16 V).
The unregulated cell switching frequency, 100 MHz, is significantly higher than those found in conventional dc/dc converter designs, while maintaining an acceptable efficiency level. Nevertheless, the switching and gating losses in this design were very low, and it is anticipated that substantially higher operating frequencies could be achieved with the same switching device and circuit topology. Furthermore, there are -i P 1 1 Table 1 . In this implementation an LM7805 was used for the Vernier cell. Chief among the reasons for this decision are its suitability to the task (as discussed in section III-A) and its simplicity. Another benefit of a linear regulator is that it maintains constant (though low) efficiency down to almost zero load. Moreover, the use of an otherwise extremely inefficient regulator in this system demonstrates the efficiency potential of the Vernier-regulated architecture despite regulating cell loss.
The controller, pictured in simplified form in Fig. 14, consists of a currenl sensor, two comparators, and two four-bit bidirectional shift registers. When the Vernier cell output current exceeds a predefined upper threshold. a command is sent to the shift registers which activates one additional unregulated cell. Likewise, when the lower threshold is crossed, the resulting command causes one unregulated cell to be turned off. Note
A. Converter Implementation
To demonstrate the fundamental operation of a Vernierregulated converter (section 111-A), we designed and constructed a prototype system comprising eight unregulated cells that the shift register outputs are inverted to produced the appropriate active-low control signals to the unregulated cells.
To prevent oscillation, it is necessary that the difference between the upper and lower switching thresholds be larger than the maximum unregulated cell output current'. On the other hand, too large a hysteresis band underutilizes the unregulated cells, costing converter efficiency. As is clear from Fig. 10 , unregulated cell output current is a rather strong function of input voltage. Thus, were a static upper hysteresis threshold chosen (necessarily accommodating the output current at Vi, = 16 V), substantial underutilization of the unregulated cells would occur at lower supply voltages. To mitigate the consequent losses, the upper hysteresis threshold is instead made a function of Vi. via a Zener diode and a resistive attenuator.
B. Experimental Results
The VRCA converter performed as expected over the full supply and load ranges, achieving over 68% peak efficiency.
'If this were not the case, upon exceeding the upper threshold and giving an activation command the Vernier cell output cumnt would immediately fall below the lower threshold, causing a subsequent deactivation command and restarting the limit cycle.
Figures 15 and 16 show measured efficiency versus load at Vi, = 11 V and Vi, = 16 V, respectively. When an unregulated cell is switched on, power processing shifts from the lowefficiency regulating cell to the high-efficiency unregulated cell. This causes a sudden jump in converter efficiency, resulting in the sawtooth pattern apparent in both figures.
The hysteretic nature of the control strategy employed in this converter gives rise to the possibility of two distinct operating configurations for the same load condition. In the experiment of Fig. 15 , the load was swept from nearly zero to maximum and then back. During the upward sweep, cell activation lagged the increasing load, resulting in the utilization of only the minimum number of cells necessary to power the load. On the downward sweep, cell deactivation lagged the changing load; as a result, during some portions of the downward sweep more power was processed by the highefficiency unregulated cells than during the upward sweep. Conversion efficiency suffers at light load because of the power drawn by the controller. In this prototype converter, the control circuitry draws 80 mA of quiescent current from the supply, resulting in substantial loss, especially under light load conditions. Figure 16 shows the theoretical efficiency impact of an implementation utilizing a low-power controller. Such a controller could be readily implemented through a variety of means.
Static line regulation was measured at 25 W across the supply range of the converter; over this range the output voltage varied by 75 mV, or less than 1.5%. Static load regulation was better than 0.8% at Vi, = 11 V and 2.4% at In order to better match the power throughput of the unregulated cells, three of the eight cells were minimally trimmed to compensate for component variation. At maximum load with Vi, = 16 V, individual cell output currents were matched to within f 6 5 % of average. This is certainly sufficient for practical purposes, and it is expected that with tighter component tolerances or more extensive trimming much better load sharing is possible.
VI. A TIME-MODULATION-REGULATED SYSTEM
This section provides experimental verification of the architecture described in section 111-B. In the prototype developed here, a single 100 MHz dc/dc cell is modulated, through its o d o f f control input, with a hysteretic controller which keeps the output voltage within predefined boundaries. Thus, the cell operates at an output voltage at which its efficiency is maximized. For our particular experimental implementation the hysteresis is implemented using a simple voltage comparator (LM31 I), and limits the voltage swing to be between 4.9 and 5.1 V. The unregulated cell is provided with an (electrolytic) output capacitance of 320 pF. Figure 18 shows experimental measurements of the time modulated architecture system operating at an input voltage of I 1 V with a 15 R resistive load. The figure also shows the input current of the cell, which pulsates with a frequency depending on the input voltage, the output capacitance, and output load. Figure 19 shows the transient response of the time-domain architecture when a step change in the output load is applied.
In particular, the figure shows the step change under worstcase conditions (20 R to S R. Vi. = 16 V). Under such a step change, the output voltage remains within the predefined limits.
The performance of the architecture is shown in Fig. 20 ; the output power and efficiency are plotted as a function of the input voltage and as function of the load connected. Figure 20 shows that the overall efficiency of this architecture is high over the entire input voltage range. As mentioned in section IV-B.2, the converter requires a small amount of time to reach nominal operation at startup; if the time during which the converter is starting occupies an appreciable portion of the switching cycle, a small amount of loss results. Nevertheless, under rated conditions the efficiency remains quite high.
As can be seen from the prototype system and results, the high cell switching frequency allows reduction in the power stage component sizes. However the frequency of the input and output waveforms depends on the time modulation of the cell, and have much lower frequency content. Nevertheless, it is anticipated that the use of higher operating frequencies permitted by this architecture (e.g. to > I GHz), the use of more cells, and design and control of cells for more rapid startup and shutdown will together enable substantial improvements in the input and output ripple performance of this architecture.
VII. CONCLUSION This document proposes new architectures for switchedmode dcldc power conversion. The proposed architectures promise to break the frequency barrier that has until now constrained the design of switched-mode power converters, while preserving features critical in practice, including regulation of the output across a wide load range and high lightload efficiency. This is achieved in part by how the energy conversion and regulation functions are partitioned in these architectures. The structure and control approach of the new architectures are described, along with representative implementation methods. The design and experimental performance of prototype systems with cells operating at 100 MHz are also described. It is anticipated that the proposed approaches will allow significant improvements in the size of switching power converters to be achieved, and, in some cases, to permit their integrated fabrication.
An underlying characteristic of the design approaches presented in this paper is that they partition the energy conversion and regulation functions in manners that are compatible with the effective use of ultra-high frequency circuit designs and techniques. It is hoped that the recognition of this general strategy will lead to the emergence of additional circuit architectures having similar advantages.
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